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CI AL

FROM THE CONVERGENCE OF TECHNOLOGY, LAW, AND POLICY, TO THE INTERPLAY OF LAWMAKING AND LAW
INTERPRETING, THE LAW SCHOOL AND ITS FACULTY MAINTAIN A KEEN INTEREST IN THE CHANGES AND ISSUES OF OUR WORLD.
THEIR INQUIRIES CROSS GEOGRAPHICAL AND VIRTUAL BOUNDARIES, AND FASHION QUESTIONS THAT PROBE THE REACHES
OF THE PHYSICAL AND INTELLECTUAL WORLDS.
IN THE PAGES THAT FOLLOW, WE TAKE YOU TO FOUR MAJOR SYMPOSIA HELD AT THE LAW SCHOOL EARLIER THIS
YEAR. EACH OF THE PROGRAMS BORE THE DISTINCT STAMP OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL, AND EACH
ATTRACTED PARTICIPANTS FROM A VARIETY OF LOCATIONS AND DISCIPLINES.
EACH OF THE SUBJECT AREAS - THE KINSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY, LAW AND POLICY; ISSUES IN REFUGEE AND ASYLUM
LAW; THE CHANGING FACE OF JAPANESE LAW; AND THE ROLE OF THE BENCH IN MEASURING BUSINESS PERFORMANCE REFLECTS A RICH SIDE OF THE LAW SCHOOL AND ITS FACULTY. EACH OFFERS A CHANCE FOR DEEPER, FULLER INQUIRY AND
REFLECTION THAN IS USUALLY AVAILABLE. AND EACH ILLUMINATES A DISTINCT PIECE OF THE GREAT MOSAIC OF A
LIFE IN THE LAW.
■ LAW, POLICY, AND THE CONVERGENCE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES.
■ COOK LECTURE PROVIDES CONFERENCE KEYNOTE : ANTITRUST INTERVENTION.
■ COLLOQUIUM ON CHALLENGES IN INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE LAW.
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PAGE 48.

PAGE 52.
PAGE 55.

■ CHANGE, CONTINUITY AND CONTEXT: JAPANESE LAW IN THE 21 ST CENTURY.

■ JUDGING BUSINESS: THE ROLE OF JUDICIAL DECISIONMAKING IN CORPORATE AND SECURITIES LAW.

PAGE 58.
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ONVERGING
n
ON THE
ISSUES

How do you preserve a place of safety in a world that is
tightly bound but without wires? What is private amidst instant
data swapping? How does government regulate business and
protect citizens in a world where sovereignties are being shrunk
relentlessly?
Questions like these may sound like futuretalk, but they are as
real as today's cell phones, ever-faster Internet connections,
desktop databases, and other signs of information technology's
unstoppable advance.
And the pace is picking up. Moore's Law - that everaccelerating change will continue - is thriving. As Donn Davis, '88,
president of AOL Interactive Properties, put it at a spring
conference at the Law School: "We are just at the beginning of
the golden age of what will be the Internet and the interactive
century."
True, Michigan Attorney General Jennifer M. Granholm added
at the same conference, but "the question is - who is going to
win - [it will be] whichever lobbying arm is stronger."
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Such was the exchange that took place
over three days in March as leaders from
higher education, business, and policymaking circles offered their opinions and
challenged one anothers positions in an
effort to illuminate the direction, if not the
destination, of the 21st century Law, Policy
and the Convergence of Telecommunications
and Computing Technologies, as the
conference was aptly titled, reached across
the University of Michigan campus. The
Law School, College of Engineering, School
of Information, Gerald R. Ford School of
Public Policy, Business School, and the

The roster of speakers and commentators for the conference Law, Policy and the
Convergence of Telecommunications and Computing Technologies, read like a Who's
Who of the groundbreakers leading us into this new century. And the conference itself
broke new ground with live Web site audio/videocast and archiving and Continuing Legal
Education credit for "virtual" attendance.
(Former U.S. Assistant Attorney General Joel I. Klein launched the conference by
delivering the 2001 William W. Cook Lecture on American Institutions; he called his talk
''The Role of Government in the Emerging High Tech Global Economy." l3ee story on
page 48.)
Eight other leaders keynoted the separate sections of the conference and experts
from higher education, business, or government responded. Here is the program:

PHOTOS BY GREGORY FOX

Michigan Telecommunications and Technology
Law Review sponsored the event, which
seemed to have no boundaries - it was
broadcast live on ·the Web not only for
those who were interested but could not
attend, but also so that U-M students from
throughout the University could listen and
learn from multiple sites. A generous grant
from the Park Foundation funded this
ground-breaking conference and the
technology that supported it.
(Proceedings are archived on the Web at
www.law.umich.edu/Convergence
Conference and will be published in a
future issue of the Michigan

Telecommunications and Technology Law
Review.) In another pioneering move,
conference participants could obtain
Continuing legal Education credits whether they attended in person or via the
Webcast.
In some ways, it was a conference as
difficult to define as the mind-expanding
subjects it considered. In other ways, it was
a conference that wrestled with the ancient
issues of the sanctity of the individual and
how best to keep the heart of a democracy
beating. 'The boundaries," as Dean Jeffrey
S. Lehman, '8 1, said in his introduction,
"continue to dissolve.
"Computers, networks, telephones,
televisions, and pagers all blend. Each day

Donn Davis, 'BB
Chief Operating Officer,
AOL Interactive Properties

Jennifer M. Granholm
Attorney General,
State of Michigan

"Adapting to Rapid Changes In
Consumer Behavior"

"Personal Privacy in a
Connected World"

Davis is the chief operating officer of
AOL Interactive Properties, AOL Time
Warner, which includes the AOL Local
Group and the AOL Messaging Group,
two of the fastest growing Internet
segments.
■ Moore's Law is alive and well.
Technological change continues to
accelerate: telephone arrived 125 years
ago, television 50 years ago, and the
Internet 10 years ago.
■ Interactivity becomes part of life
wherever you go. "None of us want
technology. We want services. We want
technology to be invisible."
Respondents included: Douglas
Lichtman of the University of Chicago;
John Riedl of the University of Minnesota;
and Mary E. Snapp, '84, of Microsoft.

Granholm, attorney general for the
State of Michigan, introduced a new High
Tech Crime Unit to explore, investigate,
and prosecute Internet and high-tech
crimes. She has taken action against
online child pornographers, online sellers
of contraband to minors, online fraud,
identity theft, and Internet murder.
■ "Companies that deal online need to
create an environment that people trust. .. .
Whenever anyone destroys our ability to
live in a safe place, that's when I get
concerned."
■ "In terms of privacy, what is and what
can be the legal baseline? ... I think
we've got to set forth a basic privacy right
which is articulated in law for personally
identifiable information and allow the
market to respond."
Discussants for Granholm's talk
included Professor Jeffrey Rosen of
George Washington University and Jonah
Seiger of mindshare Internet Campaigns
LLC.

Continued on page 49
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COOK LECTURE PROVIDES CONFERENCE KEYNOTE
ANTITRUST INTERVENTION: WHEN? HOW?

As leader of the U.S. Justice
Departments antitrust cases against
Microsoft, VISNMasterCard, and American
Airlines, Joel I. Klein analyzed the changing
nature of our economy from the center of
the arena. "The changes brought by the
evolution in information and
biotechnology are so profound that no one
is able to appreciate their impact," Klein
told a Law School audience in March as he
delivered the 2001 William W Cook
Lecture on American Institutions.
Kleins lecture, "The Role of
Government in the Emerging High Tech
Global Economy," kicked off the conference
Law, Policy and the Convergence of
Telecommunications and Computing
Technologies, ·a probing, multi-sided
examination of the present and future
connections between emerging
technologies and the laws and policies that
monitor and regulate them. (See
accompanying story)
In a sense, Klein delivered two talks in
one: the first part of his lecture dealt with
governments role vis-a-vis the changing
economy; the second, what he called the
"most significant" part, focused on what he
sees as a declining sense of democracy and
community.
"I watched and observed our economy
during an enormous transitional period,
from the 'old' economy to what we call the
'new' economy," Klein said. "I've come to
the conclusion that we as a nation put too
much faith in the free market and too little
[faith] in government."
For three reasons:
1) Competitive markets are the best way to
maximize wealth creation, but you need
regulation at some point.
2) Without antitrust regulations, markets
will be dominated by large corporations.
3) "Even if we get antitrust right, we only
will have maximized wealth creation but not answered the question of
allocation."
"All of these questions must be resolved
in one way or another by some form of
government. . . . The market will not
resolve these fundamental issues for our
society. . . . We are at serious risk as a
people of undervaluing government and
perhaps of overvaluing the market."
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How

MUCH?
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The free market should be given "as much freedom
as possible," former Assistant U.S. Attorney
General Joel I. Klein explains as he delivers the
2001 William W Cooh Lecture on American
Institutions. Klein's talk served as the opening
address in the conjerence Law, Policy and the
Convergence of Telecommunications and Computing
Technologies, held at the Law School in March.
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Klein did not advocate a constant or
heavy-handed intervention by government.
Instead, he said, "the, best market
regulation there can be is competition by
free and independent competitors. And
when that exists the government should
stay out." In this time of economic
transition, he added, the market should be
given "as much freedom as possible."
But free markets don't always work if
left alone, he continued. For example,
airline deregulation has reduced
competition and led to a half dozen
dominant airlines protected by the "hub"
concept.
"I think we're not debating whether to
intervene, but we're debating how much,
how often, and under what circumstances,"
he stated. "Human imperfectability cannot
be an excuse for abdication. I think good
antitrust [regulation] is doable."
"I believe there is a greater impediment
to competition and efficient markets in the
absence of competition that results without
government intervention."
Turning to the "most significant part of
my talk," Klein voiced his "concern for the
decline of government as an institution and
its consequences for our nation." The
"digital divide" is widening, he noted, and
"for all these and other reasons, just as in
the past, we will need strong and
important government institutions to bring
the will to bear on these technologygenerated questions."
QuotingJohn Kennedys famous "Ask
not what your country can do for you. Ask
what you can do for your country," Klein
observed that "today, this spirit, I fear, has
been displaced by a collective sense of 'Its
time to get mine."'
"I think President Bush is on to
something when he attempts to introduce a
new civility into public policy," Klein said.
"Our government will be a whole lot better
off if the politics of personality is moved to
the back and the merits of public debate
become the matter of discourse."
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Continued from page 47

seems to offer us a new hybridized way to
analyze, store, or transmit information.
And the interactions surprise us, at times
outpacing our ability to foresee the impact
on our culture, our economy, and our
policy."
The virtual crystal ball offers a cloudy
yet intoxicating vision - a vision still too
elusive to breed agreement. AOls Davis
says "at the center of the technology
revolution is the consumer." But Professor
Douglas Lichtman of the University of
Chicago, says Davis is "wrong" on two
points: "The customer is not always right,
and the consumer does not always win."
Davis and Lichtman were participants in
the discussion "Adapting to Rapid Changes
in Consumer Behavior," one of eight
discussion sessions that made up the three
days of the conference.
Each of the separate discussions
included a talk followed by response from
two or more specialists in the field.
(See adjoining list.) Among the subjects for
discussion were personal privacy, the
digital divide, and the "new" economy.
To take one example, the session on
privacy featured Michigan Attorney
General Jennifer M. Granholm as main
speaker. To Granholm, Michigans top
lawyer, the question is "what is, and what
can be the legal baseline? ... I think we've
got to set forth a basic privacy right that is
articulated in a law of personal identifiable
information and allow the market to
respond." But as respondent Jonah Seiger
of mindshare Internet Campaigns noted:
In regard to personally identifiable
information (Pll), "the state of the law is
muddled in the area of data privacy. The
core issue is that consumers should have
control over how their identities are
managed online. [And] there is the
question of preemption. If there are
50 different state laws, you can't do
business well. I think its fair to say ...
that the big doubt we need to confront is
the issue of federal preemption."
Continued on page 50

Steven Gorosh, '85
Executive Vice President, NorthPoint
Communications

Rick Snyder, '82
Chief Executive Officer, Ardesta LLC

"Bridging the Digital Divide"

"Technology Transfer and
Tech Investing"
(luncheon talk)

Gorosh is former executive vice
president, general counsel, and founder of
NorthPoint Communications, a pioneer in
providing Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)
service. He led the fight to establish
regulatory protections to spur the
development of a competitive carrier
industry for DSL, and led the landmark
battle for line sharing.
■ Half of American households have
access to the Internet, and fast-growing
broadband access now accounts for
10 percent of connections. Seventy-five
percent of households with $75,000 or
higher annual income are connected to
the Internet, but only 13 percent of those
under $15,000. African Americans,
Latinos, and people with disabilities have
lower connection rates than others.
■ The "digital divide" has implications
"for a vigorous democracy" and equal
access can be a civil rights issue.
■ The longer the digital divide exists
"the greater the probability that the
disparity will increase."
Three panelists provided discussion
after Gorosh's remarks: Professor James
S. Fishkin of the University of Texas at
Austin; Professor W. Russell Neuman of
the University of Pennsylvania; and
Professor Paul J. Resnick of the
University of Michigan School of
Information.

Snyder, co-founder and chief executive
officer of Ardesta LLC, is dedicated to
developing the microsystems industry
through investing in startup and early
stage companies and providing business
and technical resources support. He
previously served as president and chief
operating officer of Gateway Inc.
■ After a decade of great prosperity, the
downturn in the economy, for high-tech
firms especially, is "really economic reality
returned."
■ "What is the current investing climate?
The food chain is fundamentally damaged
at this time. It's a very tough environment
... and I see it continuing for some time,
perhaps out to the latter part of 2002."
■ Universities and the public sector
generally are driving the technology
transfer sector, and tech transfer will
provide the next hot opportunities. "First
and foremost, if the universities had not
gone out and done it, the Internet would
not be what we know today." Universitysponsored research totaled $23.5 billion
in 1999, and this level of university-based
research raises issues of publication vs.
secrecy, cash vs. equity and fair
compensation, exclusivity, negotiations,
and companies themselves.
The United States needs more centers
of technological excellence. No one
questions top tier centers like Silicon
Valley, and "Ann Arbor is on the cusp. We
have to get a little more belief in
ourselves." A technology excellence
center needs five things: technology,
capital, an infrastructure of attorneys and
bankers, people with the skills to be
CEOs and marketing vice presidents, and
a social culture that encourages
innovative thinking.
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Continued from page 49

Jim Davidson, '84
Co-Founder, Silver Lake Partners

David Pine, '85
Vice President, Handspring Inc.

"The Maturing of the New Economy"

"Wireless Communications and the
Emerging Mobile Commerce Space"

Davidson is co-founder of Silver Lake
Partners, an investment firm with
$2.3 billion of committed capital. The firm
makes large scale investments in
technology and related growth
companies. ·
■ "The technology economy really has
transformed the whole economy" and
"increasingly, every company in every
industry uses technology." Semiconductor
content now exceeds steel in cars, and
the Internet allows real-time information
'round the clock and directly.
■ Regarding the downturn in the tech
industry, ''the laws of economics were not
being followed. Actually, what's happened
is healthy.... Historically, 70 percent of
venture companies will fail."
Discussants were Professor Jeffrey
Mackie-Mason of the U-M Economics
Department and U-M Professor of Law
Ronald J. Mann.
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Pine is vice president of Handspring Inc.,
a leading innovator in the handheld
computing industry. He previously held
executive positions with @Horne
Corporation, a broadband online service
provider, and with Radius Inc., a
manufacturer of Macintosh computer
peripherals.
■ "By 2002-03, one billion people in the
world will use cell phones. Currently, 19
million people in Japan use wireless Internet
and e-mail. The ultimate phase is when
bandwidth becomes available."
■ Wireless technologies raise three issues:
the role of standards, scarcity of spectrum,
and privacy.
1. In the late 1980s, Europe adapted a
single standard, but "in the United States,
this is the Wild West. At the end of the day
we will still have two flavors of system."
2. The radio frequency spectrum is "a
finite resource, and we use a lot of it.
There's a lot of concern about if we're going
to run out." Last summer the Radio
Communication Conference adapted
standards, "but many of these bands already
are occupied in the United States.... This
is a critical, critical matter for the United
States as we go forward."
3. Using mobile technologies creates
special privacy concerns. One-third of 911
emergency calls now are placed by cell
phone users, and tracking technology is
being developed to locate these people as
they make their calls. And business plans
are emerging for commercial use of
consumer location data. Industry and
government leaders are working together to
cope with these issues: the Wireless
Advertising Association issues location
privacy guidelines, and the groups have
worked together on the Wireless Privacy
Protection Act of 2001.
Respondents were Ann-Marie Anderson,
'94, vice president/general counsel for
Neomar; and George A. Vinyard of Sachnoff
& Weaver Ltd.

Or take the highly, publicized case of
Napster, the dot-com company that
facilitiated peoples use of the Internet to
share music files. Napster ran afoul of
copyright laws - laws written before
lawmakers ever imagined dot-wav or other
Internet music files. "Napster respects
copyright law and believes the artist should
be paid," Napster Vice President Manus
Cooney told conference participants.
He continued, 'Today we must ask, as
we did with the player piano, the VCR,
[and] the Xerox machine, how do we
balance the law? ... Every time a new
technology makes it easier for listeners to
hear ... the copyright holder and the artist
all benefit."
Recognizing that "it's hard to stay
motionless at the top of that slippery
slope," U-M Law School Professor Rebecca
Eisenberg, confessed: 'Tm a Napster mom."
Her revelation ignited laughter among the
audience members, half of whom earlier
responded to a question from Cooney by
confirming that they had used Napster.
"I don't use it," continued Eisenberg, a
specialist in biotechnical intellectual
property. "But I'm not stopping my kids
from using Napster. I'm disoriented. I'm
not sure I want to use up a lot of parental
capital to stop them." Theres "an intensely
social phenomenon" associated with
Napster, Eisenberg added, and its
duplication of music seems different from
other copy technologies like cassette tapes.
But fellow respondent Randal C. Picker,
a University of Chicago professor, was
more wary. "I think Napster is essentially a
virtual inventory case," Picker said in
comments that focused far ahead of the
immediate Napster case. "I think virtual
inventory is the future."
These and other discussions throughout
the conference reflected the sharp
uncertainties and disagreements that
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surface as lawmakers and policymakers try
to keep up with technology developers and
salespeople. Conference participants
unanimously acknowledged the profound,
pervasive impacts that advancing
information technology will effect. But they
differed, nearly as unanimously, in their
visions of the world that will emerge at the
far end of the tunnel.
As Steven Gorosh, '85, former executive
vice president of NorthPoint
Communications, put it: Yes, the digital
divide is real, but it is closing. "Let the
market do its magic," he advised. "Promote
pro-competition regulatory policies."
No, Gorosh said, ''I'm not bothered by
having a lot of junk on the Internet. It's
part of life. We don't close down grocery
stores because they sell a lot of Pop-Tarts."
But simple access to computers and the
Internet is not enough, countered
University of Michigan School of
Information Professor Paul J. Resnick:
"Merely having access doesn't guarantee
that you will be able to take advantage."
Users need to be literate and fluent in
using the medium, they need to be able to
organize the flood of information they tap
into, people need to be educated enough to
cope with information that lies outside
their specialties, and there needs to be
consideration of how to use the new
technology to bring people together.
Besides, as University of Pennsylvania
Professor W Russell Neuman noted, "half
of the worlds population has yet to make
its first telephone call. In these places,
talking about Internet access is premature."
Conference participants came from
throughout the United States. And despite
their busy schedules, many speakers
remained throughout the three-day series
of programs.

James R. Young, '76
Fonner Executive Vice President,
Bell Atlantic

Manus Cooney
Vice President for Corporate and Policy
Development, Napster Inc.

"Global Consolidation and the
Future of Competition"

"Producing, Owning, and Using
Intellectual Property"

Young is retired from Bell Atlantic.
During his tenure as executive vice
president, Bell Atlantic became the first
Bell company to gain entry into long
distance in New York, achieved two of the
largest mergers in telecommunications
history, and completed successful First
Amendment litigation that allowed
telephone companies to enter the video
business.
■ "Historically, convergence was thought
to be the great competition between AT&T
and IBM. And convergence once meant
laying cable wire and phone lines in the
same trench. Now, a few years ago, IBM
sold its worldwide telecommunications to
AT&T, and convergence means that
telephone, fiber optic, video, and cable all
are the same company.
■ "To people like me on the network
side, convergence means to us that all
communications are moving to the
corporate band."
■ Facing competition from mobile
communication on one hand and highspeed data transfer on the other, ''the oldtime telephone network is having the life
sucked out at both ends."
Discussants for Young's talk included:
U-M Professor of Law Robert L. Howse;
Michael Mathews, '65, of Westgate
Capital Company; and Professor Marshall
Van Alstyne of the U-M School of
Information.

Cooney is vice president for Corporate
and Policy Development, Napster Inc. He
is responsible for setting the company's
strategic course on legislative policy issues
that affect the company, its users, and
artists. He also represents Napster before
Congress and the administration, and
advises the company on licensing,
strategic alliances, and partnerships both
domestically and abroad.
■ Napster is "a community of music
lovers built around a list of files." The firm's
legal problems raise the issue of copyright
law and its suitability for application to the
Internet.
■ "Whether to impose the copyright
paradigm on consumers on the Internet is
a core question .... We are staring into a
world where consumption will be pay
per use."
Three discussants followed Cooney's
talk: Professor Yochai Benkler of New York
University; U-M Professor of Law Rebecca
Eisenberg; and Professor Randal C. Picker
of the University of Chicago.
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When Rodger Haines QC opened the
Law School's second Colloquium on
Challenges in Refugee and Asylum Law in
March, the participants already had done
major homework:
■ For the professionals in the field, like
colloquium convenor and professor
James C. Hathaway, director of the Law
School's Program in Refugee and
Asylum Law, and others who traveled to
the Law School from around the world,
this is a field that rivets their daily
attention but still requires study of
historical, background, and other issues
that have a bearing on contemporary
questions. These professionals had read
and digested the background materials
prepared for them during the course of
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Law School students and world-renowned experts
sit side-by-side and trade thoughts and insights
during the biennial Colloquium on Challenges in
International Refugee Law, held at the Law School
in March. Results of the discussions are compiled
into recommendations that are distributed
worldwide to leaders in the field of refugee and
asylum law. Here.former University of Michigan
Law School faculty member Alexander Aleinikoff of
Georgetown University Law Center makes a
point as law students Noah Leavitt and Barbara
Miltner listen.

much of the academic year and had
each prepared a written critique of that
research before coming to Ann Arbor.
■ For the law students who were taking
part, the colloquium marked the
culmination of.a term of intensive study
and collaborative research and writing
in a special seminar directed by
Hathaway, resulting in the preparation
of a major Background Study distributed
to all participants in advance.
"We deeply need a study of the
troublesome issues in refugee law," said
Haines, and the background study
prepared by the Law School student
participants "has advanced our understanding of the subject."
The deputy chairperson of New
Zealand's Refugee Status Appeals Authority
and a lecturer in immigration and refugee
law at the Faculty of Law, Auckland
University, Haines served as colloquium
moderator. The colloquium's blending of
law students and professionals in refugee
law is "the bringing together of two
generations of refugee scholars," he noted.
This springs colloquium, the second in
the series of biennial gatherings, followed
its predecessor in identifying an issue to
consider, bringing world leaders and
students into close discussion, then, finally,
issuing recommendations to be distributed
to leaders in the refugee and asylum fields
throughout the world. (The recommendations will be released later this year.)
Two years ago, the inaugural colloquium
looked at the issue of the "internal
protection alternative." (See adjoining story)
This year, the colloquium focused on
the "nexus" clause of Article I of the
Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees: "[Any person who] owing to a

well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or
political opinion, is outside the country of
his nationality and is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of
the protection of that country ... "
'The 'for reasons of' (nexus) clause links
the identity or beliefs of the applicant with
the risk of being persecuted in her home
state," explains the Background Study.
"Despite this critical role, the meaning of
the clause remains uncertain. Courts
interpret the nexus clause in a variety of
ways, using the inconsistent analytical
methods that result in widely differential
treatment of similarly situated individuals.
This undesirable result undermines the
commitment of the Convention to treat
applicants similarly wherever they seek
safety"
Seven sequential sessions addressed:
1. Goals and methodology
2. Linkage to what?
3. Delimitation of the beneficiary class.
4. Logic of a standard of causation.
5. Conceiving a standard of causation.
6. Testing provisional conclusions in
the context of asylum claims arising
from civil war.
7. The process from here.

■
■

■

■

■

■

■

In addition to Haines and Hathaway,
professional participants included:
■

Alexander Aleinikoff, former Law
School faculty member and now a law
professor at Georgetown University Law
Center and a senior associate at the
International Migration Policy Program
of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. From 1994-97
Aleinikoff served as general counsel and
then executive associate commissioner
for programs for the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

■

■

Catherine Dauvergne, a member of the
Faculty of Law at the University of Sydney
Suzanne Egan, of the Faculty of Law at
the National University of Ireland,
Dublin, and a member of the Irish
Human Rights Commission.
Walter Kalin, professor of constitutional
and international law at the University
of Bern.
Volker Turk, chief of the Standards and
Legal Advice Section of the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
From 1997-2000 Turk served as
assistant chief of mission (protection)
for the UNHCR operations in BosniaHerzegovina and in Kosovo.
Jens Vedsted-Hansen, professor at the
University of Aarhus Law School and a
member of the Public Inquiry
Commission examining the Danish
Internal Security Service. From 1995-98
Vedsted-Hansen coordinated the legal
sub-study of the Nordic Comparative
Studies on Temporary Protection of
Refugees.
Student participants included:
Vanessa Bedford, who is working this
summer at Debevoise and Plimpton and
then at ECRE in London as a refugee
fellow.
Stephanie Browning, associate editor of
the Michigan Journal of International Law
and an executive officer of the
International Law Society
Michelle Foster, an LL.M. candidate and
graduate of the University of New South
Wales in Australia.
Nicole Green, a student in the
University's Gerald R. Ford School of
Public Policy who previously held a
fellowship to work as a researcher with
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Colloquium moderator Rodger Haines QC of
New Zealand outlines the rules of discussion
for the two-day colloquium, held at the Law School
in March.

the International Migration Policy
Program of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace.
■ William Johnson, who studied during
the fall semester at Leiden University in
the Netherlands and graduated from the
law School in May
■ Noah Leavitt, who interned last summer
at the UNs International law
Commission in Geneva and helped to
prepare Germanys case against the
United States in Germany v. USA, heard
last fall before the International Court of
Justice .
■ Elizabeth Marsh, who worked last
summer with Hunton & Williams in
Hong Kong and this summer, as a
refugee fellowship recipient, is working
with the Human Rights Watch
Womens Division.
■ Barbara Miltner, a Refugee and Asylum
Program fellowship winner who is
working this summer with Amnesty
International in London, England.
■ Kate Semple-Barta, who has worked
with the Jesuit Refugee Service in
Zambia, the Archdiocese of Detroit, and
the Helsinki Committee in Budapest.
She also has taught English as a second
language in Romania, the Czech
Republic, and Ann Arbor, and has
published several articles in Czech and
Hungarian periodicals about migration
issues in Central Europe.
In addition, Michael Kagan, '00, a
student participant in the first colloquium
in 1999, served as colloquium rapporteur.
Kagan worked for Amnesty International in
London at the time of this years
colloquium, then was to move to Cairo,
Egypt, to develop a system for providing
legal aid to asylum-seekers who are
petitioning UNHCR for international
protection. (See story on page 38.)
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MICHIGAN GUIDELINES 'INFORM' NEW ZEALAND LAW

Moderating two days of talks among wellprepared law students and world experts in
refugee and asylum law can be a daunting
task. Rodger Haines QC, the refugee expert
from New Zealand, knew he had two pleasant
but rigorous days ahead of him as he prepared
to moderate the Law School's second biennial
Colloquium on Challenges in International
Refugee Law.
He also knew firsthand how valuable the
Michigan Guidelines on the Internal Protection
Alternative, developed in 1999 by the first
colloquium, had been to his own work on New
Zealand's Refugee Status Appeals Authority.
Haines was chairman of the appellate panel
that wrote those Guidelines into a decision to
fortify and clarify its interpretation of New
Zealand jurisprudence on the issue of internal
protection for refugees.
Appearing in fall 1999, the Guidelines
provided the glue that pulled together the
threads of New Zealand's jurisprudence on
the issue of when and how to determine if a
potential refugee can reasonably be expected
to find haven within his own country instead of
in a surrogate homeland. The Guidelines
provided a framework for the case-by-case
rationale that underlay New Zealand's court
decisions on the issue.
New Zealand jurisprudence and the
Guidelines came together in the 1999 Butler
case, in which a British national from Northern
Ireland claimed refugee status in New Zealand
because of persecution in Belfast. The
Authority found that Butler was "not a refugee
within the meaning of Article 1A(2) of the
Refugee Convention," refused to grant refugee
status, and dismissed his appeal.
As Haines wrote for the Refugee Appeals
Status Authority, "it could be said that the
Michigan Guidelines and the New Zealand
jurisprudence are in accord, subject to the

exception that the Michigan Guidelines
explicitly quantify the nature of meaningful
domestic protection and dispense with the
reasonableness inquiry. As to the latter point, it
is true that the Court of Appeal in Butler did not
explicitly require the reasonableness element
to be removed. But by requiring that element
to be related to the primary issue of protection,
the expressly intended effect was to remove
'reasonableness' as a freestanding inquiry. In
many ways, the Butler decision prepared the
way for New Zealand to adopt the more
principled approach to internal protection that
is now suggested by the Michigan Guidelines."
The Authority wrote the full Guidelines into
its decision in Butler and said it was "of the
view that the Michigan Guidelines properly
reflect and summarize, though more succinctly
and more elegantly, the principles to be
applied in New Zealand and which we have
earlier endeavored to state. The Michigan
Guidelines may therefore be properly used to
inform the New Zealand law."
In addition, the Michigan Guidelines on
Internal Protection were formally presented to
judges from around the world at the biennial
meeting of the International Association of
Refugee Law Judges in Bern last autumn. And
most recently, the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) has commissioned
Professor James C. Hathaway, who organized
the 1999 colloquium that produced the
Guidelines and directs the Law School's
Program in Refugee and Asylum Law, to
prepare the working paper on this issue for
discussion at the Global Consultations on
Refugee Protection later this year. The goal of
these consultations is to stimulate
governments to re-think traditional approaches
to refugee protection, suggesting that the novel
approach of the Michigan Guidelines may
soon enjoy more global support.
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In many fundamental ways, Japan and
its legal system may have changed but little
through the 20th century. Yet in many
equally important ways, it has undergone
significant change, with more changes on
the horizon for the 21st century.
Scholars from around the world
gathered at the Law School in April to
examine the nature of these changes, and
to try to determine if they will be lasting
or ephemeral.
As the conference organizer, Assistant
Professor Mark D. West, framed it for the
two-day series of discussions, "the tension
between change and continuity continues
to define the development of Japanese law
in the 21st century. The conferences

emphasis on context reflects the view that
an interdisciplinary approach to law,
including dialogue among legal and nonlegal experts on the subject of Japanese law
and its place in economic, political, and
social life, provides richer descriptions and
explanations than a purely doctrinal
approach."
To that end, the conference brought
together not only specialists in Japanese
law, but also women and men who are
experts in political science, anthropology,
and other fields.
"The goal is discussion," West said in
remarks opening the conference "Change,
Continuity and Context: Japanese Law in
the 21st Century." And discussion there
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was, from the opening talk by Washington
University Professor of Law John 0. Haley
through the closing papers delivered by
University of Tokyo Professor of Law Yoshiko
Terao and New York University Professor of
Law Frank K. Upham. Knots of pre- and posttalk conversations and animated questionanswer sessions reflected the collegiality and
sense of lively criticism that marks specialists
in Japanese law and related fields.
Separate sessions focused on Change and
Continuity, Contracts, Commerce and
Consumers, Education, Corporations, Health
Issues and The Law, Social Roles and Discriminaton, and Nation-Building: Past, Present,
Future.

ABOVE: Social scientist Patricia Steinoff of the

ABOVE: Noboru Kashiwagi, a law professor at the

University of Hawaii at Manoa questions
one of the conference speakers after hearing him
deliver his paper. Behind Steinoff is Patricia
Boling of the Political Science Department at
Purdue University.

University of Tokyo, listens to a questioner after
speaking on "I Can't Tum You Loose: The
Termination of Distributors and Agents in Japan."
At left is George Washington University School of
Law Dean Michael K. Young, who spol1e on
"Japanese Attitudes toward Contracts: An
Empi1ical Wrinlile in the Debate."

PHOTOS BY PAULJARONSKI/UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
PHOTO SER\~CES
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LEFT: Co-authors Carl E. Schneider, '79, Chauncey
Stillman Professor for Ethics, Morality, and the
Practice of Law, and Atsushi Kinami, LL.M. '84,
of Kyoto University chat before speaking on
"Becoming a Lawyer: A Preliminary Report from
the United States and Japan."

Special guests for the conference included
The Honorable Gen Kajitani, M.C.L. '63, of
the Supreme Court of Japan, and Yasuharu
Nagashima, founder (now of counsel) of
Japans largest law firm, Nagashima, Ohno &
Tsunematsu, and representative director of
the Japan Branch of the Japanese American
Society for Legal Studies.
The conference was sponsored by the
Japan Foundation, the University of
Michigans Center for Japanese Studies, and
the Law School endowments of Nippon
Life Insurance Company and the
Sumitomo Bank, Limited.
Over the past decade there has been
"major change" in Japanese law, but the
question persists, how superficial, or how
fundamental, are the changes, Haley asked
in his opening talk, ''.Japanese Law in
Transition?"
For changes in Japanese law to be
fundamental, Haley said, there must be
deep change in one of two areas: there
must arise an enforcement system separate
from the "socially strong, enduring
mechanisms" that now provide most
enforcement; and Japans distinctive lack of
lateral hiring (a result of huge corporations'
practice of using centralized personnel
systems to hire people at entry level and
retain them until retirement) must be
altered to accommodate a more flexible
labor system.
"None of the changes I have seen
fundamentally alter that," Haley said of the
social mechanisms of enforcement. As to
labor patterns, he said, the growing impact
of foreign firms doing business in Japan
may be altering the traditional, centralized
practices of domestic companies.
With bankruptcies and unemployment
at 50-year highs in Japan, "it is possible
we're seeing a search for greater labor
market mobility," said commenter Tom

Ginsburg, of the University of Illinois
College of Law. Cautioned Haley: Its good
to remember that what seems a misfit
today was very functional 20 years ago.
And, asked moderator Joseph Hoffmann of
the Indiana University School of Law,
"What is supposed to be accomplished
by change?"
A highlight of the conference was
attorney Yukiko Tsunoda's discussion of
"Gender-Motivated Violence in the
Japanese Legal System." Tsunoda, who
studied at the Law School as a research
scholar and whose son, Taro, receives his
LL.M. here this year, is widely regarded as
Japans leading expert on feminist legal
issues. Speaking to a packed room, she
assayed legal and social developments in
the areas of sexual assault, sexual
harassment, and domestic violence and
encouraged legal and educational reform to
address these issues. "I believe Japan's goal
should be to establish a society where
people are not discriminated against at all,"
she concluded.
Speaking during the session on
education, Daniel H. Foote, a professor of
law at the University of Tokyo (and one of
only two non-Japanese scholars to hold
that title), described a trans-Pacific seminar
A distinguished group with ties to the Law School
take time to be photographed. Bacli row: Hirao
50110, LL.M. '90, of Kyushu University Faculty of
Law and a visiting scholar at the University of
Virginia Law School; Atsushi Kinami, LL.M. '84, of
Kyoto University; Assistant Professor Marli D. West
of the University of Michigan Law School; Yoichiro
Yamahawa, LL.M. '69, and a visiting professor at
the Law School, of Koga & Partners; and Ma1wto
Toda, U.M. '75, president of Nissay Athletics Co. Ltd.
Front row: Professor Emeritus Whitmore Gray of
the University of Michigan Law School; Justice Gen
Kajitani, M.C.L. '63, of the Supreme Court ofJapan;
and Yuhi1w Tsunoda, a Law School research scholar
in 1995-96, of Tana1ia & Partners.
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that he conducted with 18 students at the
University of Tokyo and 9 students at the
University of Washington. Videoconferencing
and other technical aspects of the seminar
worked beautifully, Foote said. Difficulties
arose over coordinating time and content.
Carl E. Schneider, '79, the Chauncey
Stillman Professor for Ethics, Morality, and
the Practice of Law, described a study of
young lawyers he had conducted with coauthor Atsushi Kinami, law professor at
Kyoto University Japanese and American
lawyers share many characteristics, Schneider
said. Among them: coming from professional
families; giving little thought to a career until
after high school; coming to the legal
profession by a process of elimination;
beginning legal training with unrealistic ideas
of legal work; and choosing first jobs "with a
fair amount of nonchalance."
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Other presenters and their papers included:
Noboru Kashiwagi, University of Tokyo
law professor, "I Can't Turn You Loose:
The Termination of Distributors and
Agents in Japan";
Michael K. Young, George Washington
University School of Law dean, ''.Japanese
Attitudes toward Contracts: An Empirical
Wrinkle in the Debate";
Ronald J. Mann, University of Michigan
Law School professor, "Credit Cards and
Debit Cards in the United States and Japan";
Curtis J. Milhaupt, Columbia University
law professor, "Creative Norm Destruction:
The Evolution of Non-legal Rules in
Japanese Corporate Governance";
J. Mark Ramseyer, Harvard University
law professor, "The Fable of the Keiretsu"
(with Yoshiro Miwa, professor of
economics, University of Tokyo);
John C. Campbell, University of
Michigan political science professor,
''.Japan's New Long-Term-Care Insurance
System";
Eric A. Feldman, associate director of
the Institute for Law and Society, New
York University, "Rolling Big Tobacco in a
Silk Kimono: Smoking and the Japanese
State";
Karen Nakamura, doctoral candidate in
anthropology at Yale University and
visiting assistant professor at Bowdoin
College, "Manipulating the System from
Within: Deaf Civil Society in Japan";
Yoshiko Terao, University of Tokyo law
professor, 'The Public and the Private in
the Construction of Public Space for
Desired Land Use"; and
Frank K. Upham, New York University
law professor, "Ideology, Experience, and
the Rule of Law in Developing States:
Lessons from Japan and Elsewhere."
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Mix together legal scholars and sitting
judges and you have just what Dean Jeffrey
S. Lehman, '81, promised: "an illuminating
series of discussions."
For two days in April, participants in
the conference Judging Business: The Role
of Judicial Decision making in Corporate
and Securities Law traded insights and
critiques over issues ranging from shortcuts
in deciding what cases to dismiss to
questions of loyalty in corporate law.
Organized by Assistant Professor Adam
C. Pritchard and presented as the first
conference supported by the Law Schools
new John M. Olin Center for Law and
Economics, the conference showcased a
half dozen papers, with formal comment
on many of them coming from sitting
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judges. lively question and answer sessions
also frequently illustrated the different
perspectives of those who interpret the law
and those who study it.
Hillary A. Sale, a law professor at the
University of Iowa, for example, noted her
concern with judges' "systematic error" in
applying shortcuts to dismiss actions
brought under the Private Securities and
litigation Reform Act of 1995. Dismissal
rates have increased so that "the actual law
of fraud doesn't exist anymore," she said.
"Maybe we need to start over and have a
judiciary that specializes" [in these cases],
Washington University School of law Dean
Joel Seligman, a former law School faculty
member, suggested in his commentary
Countered fellow commentator Judge
William Young, of the U.S. District Court,
District of Massachusetts: The
jurisprudence of the 20th century is the
jurisprudence of the motion for summary
judgment and the motion to dismiss. "Cut
us away from juries and you significantly
reduce our moral authority. The idea of a
specialized court further removes us from
the people."

Coming at the same law from another
angle, Pritchard assayed how the ambiguity
that Congress wrote into the act played out
in subsequent court cases. Pritchard and
co-author Joseph A. Grundfest, of Stanford
law School, statistically analyzed the 173
district court cases and 16 appellate cases
that had occurred since passage of the law
and found three levels of standards for the
"strong inference" provision. The least strict
interpretation closely matched the
emerging standards from the Second
Circuit that Congress apparently wanted to
incorporate as a minimum when the law
was passed in 1995. Plaintiffs won their
appeals only in the Second Circuit.
"We argue in the paper that courts are
resistant to having policy choices delegated
to them [by Congress]," Pritchard said of
their paper, called "Statutes with Multiple
Personality Disorders: Evidence from the
Strong Inference Provision of the Private
Securities litigation Reform Act of 1995."
Pritchard and Grundfest came to four
conclusions:
■ The tools of statutory interpretation are
no match for a Congress intent on
creating ambiguity.
■ The political background of judges does
not predict their decisions.

The Hon. William Young, of
the U.S. District Court,
District of Massachusetts,
criticizes moves that
separate the judiciary from
juries and says such changes
whittle away at the moral
authority of the courts.

■

■

There is no evidence that judges are
dismissing cases in an effort to control
their dockets.
There is some evidence that "familiarity
breeds contempt," that judges who see
larger numbers of security fraud cases
have a higher tendency to dismiss them.

"All judges are not jurisprudential
wizards," commented the Hon. Harold
Baer Jr. of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York. "It may be,"
he suggested, "that you have to give the
judiciary a little more credit for their effort,
and even the effort of their law clerks."
Other presenters and commentators
included:
■ William B. Chandler III, chancellor,
Delaware Court of Chancery, "An
Empirical Analysis of Attorneys' Fees in
Derivative and Class Action Suits in the
Delaware Chancery Court." Comment
by John Coffee, professor of law,
Columbia University, and Professor
Merritt Fox, director of the law School's
Center for International and
Comparative law.
■ Stephen M. Bainbridge, professor of law,
UCLA and Harvard University (visiting),
and G. Mitu Gulati, acting professor of
law, UCLA, 'Judging Shortcuts."
Comment from law professors Donald
langevoort and Lynn Stout, both of
Georgetown University.
■ Robert B. Thompson, professor of law,
Vanderbilt University, "Toward a New
Theory of the Shareholder Role ."
Comment by Michael Dooley, professor
of law, University of Virginia, and Leo
Strine, vice chancellor, Delaware Court
of Chancery
■ Lyman Johnson, professor of law,
Washington and lee University, "loyalty
Discourse in Corporate law." Comment
by William Allen, professor of law, New
York University, and Edward Rock,
professor of law, University of
Pennsylvania.

PHOTOS BY GREGORY FOX

FAR LEFT: Maybe it!; time to go develop a
judiciary that specializes in hearingfraud cases,
Joel Seligman, dean of the Washington University
School of Law, suggests. Seligman is a former
member of the University of Michigan Law
School faculty.

University of Iowa Professor of Law Hillary A. Sale
tells conference participants that dismissal rates
have increase so much that "the actual law of fraud
doesn't exist anymore."
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